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Abstract—Trust, privacy, and interpretability have emerged
as significant concerns for experts deploying deep learning
models for security monitoring. Due to their back-box na-
ture, these models cannot provide an intuitive understanding
of the machine learning predictions, which are crucial in
several decision-making applications, like anomaly detection.
Security operations centers have a number of security mon-
itoring tools that analyze logs and generate threat alerts
which security analysts inspect. The alerts lack sufficient
explanation on why it was raised or the context in which
they occurred. Existing explanation methods for security
also suffer from low fidelity and low stability and ignore
privacy concerns. However, explanations are highly desir-
able; therefore, we systematize this knowledge on explanation
models so they can ensure trust and privacy in security
monitoring. Through our collaborative study of security
operation centers, security monitoring tools, and explanation
techniques, we discuss the strengths of existing methods and
concerns vis-a-vis applications, such as security log analysis.
We present a pipeline to design interpretable and privacy-
preserving system monitoring tools. Additionally, we define
and propose quantitative metrics to evaluate methods in
explainable security. Finally, we discuss challenges and enlist
exciting research directions for explorations.

Index Terms—system logs, privacy, interpretability, deep
learning, security monitoring

1. Introduction

In a security operations center (SOC), event threat
detector monitors and consumes log entries of API calls
and other actions that create, read, or modify the configu-
ration or metadata of network resources [36]. Analysts are
guided by established practices and information obtained
from security monitoring tools [95] like network security
monitors. For instance, intrusion detection systems (IDS)
or SIEM (Security Information and Event Management)
monitor and detect suspicious activities and generate
alerts, logs, and other security events or a centralized view
[39] (see fig. 2).

The generation and collection of security event logs is
a significant component of the detection strategy for se-
curity teams. However, due to the large volume of the log
generation and in favor of limited resources, it is essential
to triage events and refrain from “just log everything and

sort it out later”. For faster detection of threats, detection
logic (called rules), and machine learning are applied
to identify threats. Despite this, security analysts retain,
analyze, and search the massive amounts of security and
network telemetry they generate, sometimes going back
for months or longer. According to a 2020 cybersecurity
benchmark report by CISCO, about 17% of organizations
receive more than 100,000 alerts daily, and around 50%
receive 5000 or fewer. Of all the reported alerts, only 26%
of alerts were legitimate. 93% of analysts agreed to suffer
from “alert fatigue” if there were more than 5000 alerts in
a single day [14]. This can lead to missing alerts incurring
severe consequences to an organization. One example is
Target’s 2013 data breach [70].

Automated approaches proposed for anomaly detec-
tion applications, such as intrusion detection, security
log analysis, Denial of Service (DoS) attack detection,
and malware detection, relied predominantly on statisti-
cal analysis or rule-based approaches over the past two
decades [11], [13], [46], [51], [87]–[89]. With an increase
in the sophistication of attacks [39] and inspired by the
success of sequence-to-sequence tasks in natural language
processing, deep learning models have found big favor in
anomaly detection.

normal traffic

src port=8787?

intrusion attack

yes 
no

Figure 1. A simple interpretable decision tree for intrusion detection

Several studies show that these models produce state-
of-the-art results than traditional rule-based methods [9],
[21], [24], [56], [74], [82], [93] or linear machine learning
models. For instance, anomaly detection tools that use
deep network models view log entries as a sequence of
security events and employ sequential models like long
short-term memory (LSTM) [35] and variants to capture
the dependencies between the input sequence. However,
despite the tremendous success, a big challenge encoun-
tered is that they do not provide insights into model be-
havior and prediction and are a complete black box, even
to the model designers. So, they cannot offer rationales
for classification decisions consistent with their domain
expert knowledge [3]. For instance, subject matter experts
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need to know what behavior led to the determination of
an event as suspicious (like a high number of connections
with low duration and low login success rate), so they
can comprehend the characteristics of network intrusion
attacks and trust the decision. Fig. 1, shows a simple
decision taken by the IDS to determine whether a network
packet is classified as an attack or not. The expert highly
desires to remain abreast of this decision criteria.

Monitoring
devices

 
SIEM

Network endpoints

Alarm  
validation

Alarm  
validation

Alarm  

Tier 1 analyst Tier 2 analyst

Figure 2. A typical setup in security operation center. The monitoring
device collects logs from network endpoints, generates alerts, and for-
wards them to the SIEM. In turn, the SIEM generates alarms that are
validated by a security analyst. A tier 1 analyst passes the security alarms
to a tier 2 analyst if the validation requires additional information and
expertise.

Recent interest in unraveling the decision criteria used
by deep learning models has led to research in designing
intrinsically interpretable models or employing post hoc
explanation methods [59]. Advancements in explainable
machine learning for computer vision and language has
paved the way for explainable security [84]. However,
unique and complex characteristics of security fields have
been a limiting factor in the design of robust and reliable
explanation methods [86]. Deep learning models promise
to improve threat detection in security; however, ambi-
guity and the black-box nature of deep learning models
lead to uncertainty. Recent studies on security operations
centers demonstrate the ineffectiveness of existing security
tools [39]. Some prominent security monitoring issues are
low-quality alarms, high false positives, alarm burnout,
inadequate evaluation metrics, and ineffective tools [3].

In this paper, we provide a systematization of knowl-
edge for security monitoring models in SOCs. We thor-
oughly study system log anomaly detection and compare
the performance of existing explainability methods vis-a-
vis the prevalent challenges in the field. We review peer-
reviewed publications rfom top security and AI confer-
ences (neurips, AAAI, oakland, usenix security, ccs, TIFS,
and others) in the past two decades. Our paper focuses
on system log anomaly detection and explainability and
presented their strengths, weaknesses, and concerns. At
the end, we present our findings in a model pipeline
to address the existing challenges of accuracy, privacy,
and interpretability. We formalize and propose evaluation
methods suitable for security explanation that will help
researchers to measure their improvement over other ex-
isting works quantitatively. Below, we highlight the main
understandings from our comprehensive study:

Deep learning models for security must be explain-
able: Deep learning models in security operations centers
must be comprehensible and understandable to security
analysts, who are generally non-AI experts. However, the
explanation of security events differs from other fields,
and one should identify requirements for safety, security,
and stakes of security decisions [64].

Existing security tools have limitations: Existing

rule-based security monitoring tools generate an over-
whelming number of alerts causing alert fatigue in secu-
rity analysts. Even though deep learning models improve
anomaly detection performance, their black-box nature
makes organizations hesitant to employ them in practical
settings [3].

Evaluation criteria are insufficient for explanation
methods: Existing evaluation criteria are insufficient to
understand the goodness and usefulness of explanation
methods [86], and there are no universal standard metrics
for comparison.

We begin with background on system log anomaly
detection in Section 2. In this section, we illustrate the cur-
rent works on security event detection using system logs
by categorizing them into three distinct methods based
on their approaches. We also highlight the differences
between our work and existing studies in explainable
security. In Section 3, we illustrate the need for explain-
able AI and highlight major explanation methods used in
security. In Section 4, we present specific concerns with
explainable security, highlighting the privacy concerns that
have been ignored in the previous comprehensive studies.
In Section 5, we show a practical example of deploying an
explainable method in threat detection using system logs
and point out the weakness of the existing methods. In
Section 6, we propose our unified approach to address
the accuracy, privacy, and interpretability of black box
models in security monitoring applications, including a
complete set of quantitative evaluation metrics. We end
our report with discussion and conclusion, pointing out
exciting research directions on the topic.

2. Background and Related Work

A security operation center (as shown in Fig. 2)
comprises several machines monitored by an intrusion
detection and prevention system (IDPS), which ingests
logs generated by network endpoints. Logs are statements
that explain an event that occurred in a computer system.
It generally consists of information such as timestamps,
source IPs, destination IPs, and run-time statistics related
to the activities of an event. Activities include HTTP
requests, use of certificates, policy violation, scanning of
ports, and file transfer [12]. Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple of logs from the HDFS dataset [88]. The first line
explains the termination of data transfer to a dataNode.
The next three lines explain a block of data transferred
to a dataNode from a specific IP address. Logs describe
what happened during a security event. Security detectors
analyze such logs to detect suspicious events and generate
alerts. A central information management system like
SIEM collects alerts and logs and generates an alarm for
suspicious events and threats. Security analysts evaluate
the generated alarms using the security tools on hand. If
they cannot resolve the alarm, they pass it to the upper-
tier analyst for alarm validation. We categorize suspicious
event detection using system logs into three broad cate-
gories:

Traditional machine learning-based detection: Ear-
lier approaches to malicious event detection using system
logs employed rule-based or data-mining methods. [11]
applies a decision tree and [46] employs SVM to diagnose
suspicious events in weblogs using a set of labeled log
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Figure 3. Example logs from HDFS dataset [88] that shows data transfer and termination activity in a dataNode machine of a Hadoop cluster.

data. Both of these approaches use the frequency of log
events as input and binary labels to train a supervised
machine-learning model. [89] uses a mixture of Hidden
Markov Models to represent system logs and give anomaly
scores to system events based on a set of test statistics.
[87] and [88] employ principal component analysis to
monitor and detect abnormal traces in system logs. [51]
uses invariant mining to discover the linear relationship
between system logs for finding anomalies. [13] uses a
set of rules to formalize logging instructions for detecting
vulnerabilities and failures in software and network sys-
tem. [63] uses a graph framework to identify malicious
infections on a cluster of related domains. Rarely visited
domains in an organization are labeled as suspicious do-
mains and clustered with other domains using similarity
metrics and belief propagation [67]. [47] designs a clus-
tering method called log cluster for unsupervised anomaly
detection by vectorizing logs using inverse document fre-
quency. These methods based on rule or data mining
approaches cannot detect evolving anomalous attacks and
are limited in identifying patterns available in the feature
set.

Graph based detection: Approaches like [77] [48]
use graph-based solutions to model log sequences but
these are based on predefined rules and cannot detect
new anomalous patterns. NoDoze [33] and Unicorn [30]
combat threat alert fatigue and detect threats in computer
system using data provenance graphs. Provenance graphs
encode the history of system execution and help analysts
track the causes and ramifications of any attack. NoDoze
[33] combines a causal dependency graph with historical
information of alerts to combat threat alert fatigue. It uses
a scoring system to score a security event that occurred in
an enterprise. The score is propagated to its neighboring
events to aggregate the anomaly score for an event to
adjust its suspiciousness. Similar to NoDoze, Unicorn
[30] designs a longitudinal graph structure with historical
information to detect anomalous activities. It introduces a
time-weighted provenance encoding method to summarize
provenance graphs over a long period. OmegaLog [34]
proposes a universal provenance approach to incorporate
all relevant causal dependencies of an application. It
merges information from program binaries with logs and
acts as a provenance tracker. The goal is to incorporate
context from application layer semantics to system logs
to make a better causality analysis of an attack.

System Logs
 

Deep learning model

Identification of 
suspicious events

 
Sequence  
Generator

 

Log parsing 

Figure 4. Overview of an anomaly detector where raw logs are parsed
into log events and passed into a sequence generator to train a deep
learning model.

Deep learning based detection: Logs are generated
during an event’s execution in computer systems and fol-
low a specific logic. Entries of logs, thus, can be viewed as
a sequence of events. Inspired by the remarkable success
of sequence models in natural language, similar models
are also proposed in anomaly detection. Figure 4 shows an
overview of anomaly detectors using deep learning model.

Long short-term memory (LSTM), a variant of vanilla
recurrent neural network (RNN), has been widely used in
log anomaly detection. It preserves information in encod-
ing a long input sequence by using cell states to ‘mem-
orize’ information [35]. DeepLog [21] was one of the
earliest approaches to adopt LSTM for anomaly detection
in system logs. It models the logs as sequences of log keys
and uses a two-layer LSTM network to learn log patterns
to detect anomalies. Specifically, it uses one LSTM block
for each log key in an input sequence of n log keys and
trains a model using system logs generated during normal
execution. Given a log key sequence, the model predicts
the following log key. If the model can accurately predict
the event, it is not an anomaly; else, the log event is an
anomaly. Tiresias [74] does not classify anomalies but pre-
dicts future events based on past observations. Predicting
a log event given a history of events is essentially the basis
of applying a sequence model in anomaly detection. So,
even though their objective is different, the approach of
Tiresias is similar to DeepLog. Both DeepLog and Tiresias
do not make a contextual analysis of a security event for
anomaly detection; hence, they cannot identify complex
and evolving attacks in security logs. In addition, their
security model assumes that the adversary cannot attack
the integrity of logs; hence, their solution can succumb
to adversarial attacks and fail in practical settings. Both
employ complex LSTM models that are black-box in
nature and opaque to an end-user.

DeepLog and Tiresias map the log events extracted
from security logs to a unique key and employ an LSTM
network to train a sequence model. However, instead of
using log indices for representing log events, LogAnomaly
[56] and LogRobust [93] use the complete log event
statement. They argue that using the complete statement
instead of a key preserves the semantics (meaning of
words in the given context) of security statements. Both
propose new embedding methods to transform log events
into vectors and generate a sequence of embedding vec-
tors. The sequence of the semantic vector is passed to
an LSTM model to identify anomalies. Even though both
approaches preserve semantic information in log event
sequence, recurrent models do not capture the long-term
correlation between events and hence, fail to capture long-
term dependencies. They also lack model interpretability
and are not helpful during alarm validation for security
analysts.

Attention mechanism was proposed in [7] to allow the
decoder of a recurrent model to focus on relevant input
sequences to make an accurate prediction. Transformer
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was proposed in [83] that was solely based on attention
mechanism that produced state-of-the-art results in various
NLP tasks [25] [16] [90]. [9] and [24] use attention mech-
anism for predicting log attributes and security events.
DeepCase [82] also proposes an attention-based analysis
of security events but with clustering of events using an
attention vector. Given a sequence of prior events, it uses
a recurrent neural network to compute the next event’s
attention vector. The computed attention vectors are com-
pared using a distance function to cluster similar events
together. Security analysts can inspect one or more events
from the cluster to classify the events. Once the clusters
are labeled, new sequences are compared with the labeled
cluster and assigned a class. DeepCase attempts to reduce
the workload (number of manual inspections of security
events) of security analysts using this clustering technique
but does not provide an explainable solution to understand
how the model is classifying event sequences. Even with
the clustering of event sequences, tedious manual labor is
required to classify security events.
Need for explainable AI: One common limitation of
the existing state-of-the-art log anomaly detectors is their
lack of interpretability. While the working of ML models
like linear regression and decision trees can be easily
understood, modern security systems for logs use complex
deep learning models that are black-box in nature. There
are no simple machine learning models for raw data like
system logs that can replicate the same performance as
deep learning model [73]. Hence, employing complex
models to identify suspicious events in logs makes sense.
However, the black-box nature of the deep learning model
makes it impossible to understand its decision criteria. A
person responsible for making an informed decision in
tasks such as classifying security attacks cannot put blind
faith in a machine learning tool and face the repercussions.
For security analysts, alerts without insights force them
to spend more time inspecting and validating the alarm.
Another issue with deep learning models is the high
volume of false alarms. A recent qualitative survey on
security analysts’ operation revealed that almost 99% of
generated alarms are false positives, either benign triggers
or false alarms [3]. This creates a massive overload of
validation tasks for analysts. Explainable AI can assist
system designers in addressing the issue of false alarms
and system analysts in validating alarms with the expla-
nation of model predictions.
Related work: Vigano et al. [84] propose an explainable
security framework (XSec) and road-map for security.
However, the authors do not analyse non-traditional ex-
planation methods and only provide contexts for inter-
pretability in security applications. In [32], Hariharan et
al. provide a short survey on explainable methods for
security. Warnecke et al. [86] evaluate explanation meth-
ods for deep learning in security. The paper has some
important analyses and conclusions that are useful for
security researchers. However, it does not provide use
cases or analysis on system logs. The evaluation criteria
proposed by the authors are also limited, and we extend
their work by proposing new criteria. In [60], Nadeem
et al. illustrate the use case of explainable methods from
the perspectives of designers and users with several ex-
amples of use cases. It comprehensively reviews several
traditional and security-specific explanation methods and

explores interesting research directions.

Takeway: Sequences of events in system logs are
often interrelated, with multiple events pointing to
a single attack or benign events as a part of an
adversarial attack. It is challenging to detect such
complex and evolving attacks. However, without
any insights into model detection, the use of deep
learning models does not improve the decision-
making ability of security analysts.

3. Explainable AI

Black box model

Log  
sequences

Prediction

Explanation  
method Explanation

Model interpretability

Relevant log events

PktResponder* for blk* terminating 
PktResponder* Exception 

 Exception in receiveBlock for blk 
writeBlock* received exception 

PktResponder* for blk* Interrupted

Figure 5. Overview of a post-hoc explanation method in security where
explanation method provides information relevant log events for system
log anomaly detection.

An interpretable machine learning model employs
techniques to explain its functioning or decision in a
human-comprehensible manner. For example, a decision
tree. See Figure 1. A black box model is the opposite of
an interpretable model whose internal mechanism is not
understood by humans. Explanation methods attempt to
make such incomprehensible models interpretable by re-
stricting the model’s complexity for intrinsic explainability
or by obtaining post hoc explanations for test samples after
the model is fully trained [59].

Post-hoc explanation enables explanation of individual
predictions instead of the complete decision process of a
model and is explored extensively in research [8]. Given
an input x = {x1, x2, ....xN} with prediction f(x) = t
from a black box model f(x), a post hoc explanation
strategy φ(x) returns a vector Ik(x) that provides rele-
vance or importance of top k features. Figure 5 shows an
overview of explainable AI for security.

Explanations from a deep learning model are required
for trust or confidence [68]. Model designers can utilize
explanations from a black box model to verify if the model
is working as intended. Model users can employ expla-
nation methods to feel comfortable and confident using
the black box model by obtaining information regarding
its prediction on test samples. Interpreting a black box
model also helps to evaluate fairness, privacy, reliability,
causality, and trust [20].

When we rely on an explanation method to understand
the predictions of a machine learning model, we expect
the explanations to possess some inherent properties that
ensure the goodness and usefulness of an explanation [71]:
1. Accuracy: How accurately can an explanation method
capture relevant important features for a test sample?
2. Fidelity: How well can an explanation method ap-
proximate the prediction of the deep learning model? We
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expect an explanation method to have high fidelity and
high accuracy.
3. Stability: Does the explanation method produce stable
results over multiple iterations of the same test sample or
similar results for similar samples?
4. Comprehensibility: Can end-users understand the ex-
planations produced by the explanator? Comprehensibility
is difficult to measure quantitatively but is the most im-
portant criterion of an explanation method.
5. Certainty: Are the explanations reflecting the certainty
of the model prediction?
6. Representativeness: Does explanations represent the
complete model behavior, or is it just locally representa-
tive?

Still, these criteria are insufficient for a security ap-
plication as they do not reflect the multi-faceted nature
of security applications, especially requirements for com-
pleteness, privacy, and robustness. Explanations in human-
comprehensible format provide insights to an end-user to
validate or refute the decision made by a model. How-
ever, the requirement of explanation methods in security
varies from general purpose methods [84]. For exam-
ple, a security analyst requires high fidelity and accurate
explanations to validate alerts quickly without delay in
a security operation center. We explain security specific
concerns in Section 4 and propose metrics for quantitative
measurement of such criteria in Section 6.2.

3.1. Explanation Methods

We classify post hoc explanation methods into three
categories and explain significant, security-specific expla-
nation methods. Few general-purpose explanation meth-
ods are suitable for security applications because of
security-specific constraints and concerns. Some methods
are not applicable at all because of either model-specific
design or form of explanation method unsuitable for se-
curity [38] [72] [26]. Because of this, we describe those
methods used in security applications. We also refrain
from explaining security explanation works that employ
general purpose methods [5] [85] [42] [44] and solely
focus on novel security specific explanation methods [28]
[29] [49] [91]. The usage of explanation models can be
seen in Fig. 6.

Black box model

KD99 Prediction

LIME/SHAP Explanation

Model interpretability

Relevant features

Feature 367:  
Group: header file info  

SHAP: 1.78 
 

Feature 650 
Group: general file info  

SHAP: 0.45 
 

Feature 30 
Group: header file info  

SHAP: 0.42 

score > 0, feature pushes classifier towards attack class 
score < 0, feature pushes classifier towards normal class

Figure 6. Overview of explanation models (LIME/SHAP/others) provid-
ing relevant features determining behavior of log data.

Approximation methods: These methods locally ap-
proximate a complex model with an interpretable model.
The interpretable model, often a linear regression or de-
cision tree, provides the post hoc explanations for a test
sample.

Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanation
(LIME) uses linear regression for local surrogate model

[69]. LIME generates new data samples by perturbing
the given test sample, gets predictions from the black
box model, and uses this dataset to train the interpretable
surrogate model.

explanation(x) = γ(x) = argmingL(f, g, πx) + Ω(g)
(1)

To find an explanation of x for the black box model f ,
we approximate a linear interpretable model g by minimiz-
ing loss L, which measures how close the explanation is to
the original model prediction and keeping the complexity
of the surrogate model Ω(g) low. LIME optimizes the
following loss function:

L(f, g, πx) =
∑

z,z′∈Z

πx(z)(f(z)− g(z))2 (2)

where z is the perturbed sample obtained from the original
sample x, and πx(z) weighs the new instance according to
how close they are to the original sample. The weights of
the interpretable model are used to explain the importance
of the features for prediction.

Shapley Additive Explanation (SHAP), a similar
method to LIME, uses Shapley values for feature attribu-
tion [52]. If we approximate a complex model by a local
linear model, the feature attribution method must fulfill
some fundamental properties of local accuracy, missing-
ness, and consistency which are satisfied only by Shapley
values. SHAP also creates new samples around a given
sample, obtains the prediction from the black box model,
and uses the dataset to fit the interpretable linear model.
The weighted linear regression model for explanation is
given by:

g(z) = φ0 +

M∑
j=1

φjzj (3)

where the estimated coefficients of the model φ is the
Shapley values, z ∈ {0, 1} is the coalition vector (called
perturbed instances in LIME), and M is the coalition size.

To train the linear model, the loss function is similar
to LIME:

L(f̂ , g, πx) =
∑
z∈Z

[f̂(hx(z))− g(z)]2πx(z) (4)

where |z| is the number of features in instance z.
SHAP Kernel is given by:

πx(z′) =
(M − 1)(

M
|z′|
)
|z′|(M − |z′|)

(5)

While LIME weights the new instances according to
how close they are to the original samples, SHAP weights
the new instances according to the weight the coalition
would get in the Shapley value estimation.

LEMNA (Local Explanation Method using Nonlin-
ear Approximation is a high-fidelity explanation method
specifically designed for security applications [28]. It ap-
proximates a local boundary with a simple interpretable
model (similar to LIME and SHAP) but by handling fea-
ture dependency and non-linear local boundaries. LEMNA
uses a mixture regression model with a fused lasso penalty
to capture feature dependency.
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L(f(x), y) =

N∑
i=1

||f(xi)− yi|| (6)

subject to
M∑
j=2

||βkj − βk(j−1)|| ≤ S (7)

where f(x) represents the mixture regression model,
βkj is k-th model for j-th feature and S is a constant for
fused lasso penalty. Recent work has shown that LIME
performs better than LEMNA even in security applications
[86].

Contextual Outlier Interpretation (COIN) [49] frames
the task of interpretation as a classification task by parti-
tioning data around each outlier and learning a linear SVM
model between anomalies and normal data. The model
parameters from surrogate SVMs provide the feature at-
tribution for the explanation.

minfL(h, f ;O,X−O) = mingi,l
∑
i,l

L(h, gi,l;Oi,l, Ci,l)

(8)
The goal is to learn a simple explainable model gi,l that
separates Oi,l (set of Outliers) and Ci,l (context or k-
nearest normal instances of an outlier) such that we can
extract attributes Ai,l from the model parameters. To ob-
tain overall interpretation of oi, we integrate results across
all clusters Ci,l. COIN is, however, not suitable for high-
dimensional data [91]. All approximation-based methods
are also inherently unstable because of the requirement for
creating new samples by perturbing the given test sample.

Back-propagation methods propagate the decision or
score from the final layer to the input layer and compute
the importance of each feature. For example: Gradient [78]
computes the gradient of the class score with respect to
the input. This is called saliency score (∂f(x)

∂xi
) which is

used for explanation of model prediction.
LRP [6] proposes layer-wise relevance propagation

to distribute relevance score from output layer to input
layer (feature) and produce explanations. LRP assumes
that classifiers can be decomposed into several layers of
computation (l), and the sum of relevance score (con-
tributed by all neurons) at each layer (Rl

d) is equal.

f(x) = ...... =
∑

d∈l+1

Rl+1
d =

∑
d∈l

Rl
d = ...

∑
d

R1
d (9)

DeepAID [29] proposes an explanation method for un-
supervised deep learning models for security applications
with optimization based on specific security constraints.
The idea is to find a reference normal sample x∗ given
an anomaly x such that the difference of x∗ and x
provides the explanation. Back-propagation methods are
more stable than other explanation methods, albeit with
low fidelity.

Perturbation methods: Features responsible for sig-
nificant change in the decision are considered the most
critical dimensions of the test sample. Perturbation-based
methods employ input modification and observe the
change in corresponding model prediction. For example,

an adversarial approach in [53] modifies a set of misclassi-
fied samples until they are correctly classified. The differ-
ence between the original sample x and modified sample
x̄ explains the reason behind the classifier prediction by
providing information on relevant features. It minimizes
the following loss function to compute adversarial sample:

minx̄(x̄− x)TQ(x̄− x) (10)

such that argmaxkp(y = k|x̄, w) = ȳ and xmin ≤
x̄ ≤ xmax. Q is a positive definite matrix and used for
optimization.

Contrastive Auto-encoder for Drifting detection and
Explanation (CADE) [91] explains a drifting sample (x)
by mapping the sample to a low dimensional space (f(x))
and perturbing the input so that it gets closer to the
nearest label in the latent space. Perturbation is done in
the original feature space. The features that impose the
most significant change in distance between f(x) and the
nearest label are the important features that contribute to
the explanation.

Takeway: General criteria for evaluating explana-
tion methods are insufficient for security-specific
explanation and require to reflect the multi-faceted
nature and requirements. There is a limited num-
ber of security-specific explanation methods in
the literature, and most works use general un-
suitable methods for security applications. Exist-
ing security-based explanation methods also either
have low stability or low fidelity and are far from
being widely adopted in security operation centers.

4. Concerns with explanation

4.1. Security concerns

Designing explanation methods for security is a dif-
ferent endeavor than general purpose explanation methods
because of differences in design assumptions, require-
ments and end goals, and the nature of the dataset and
model. Here we point out a few differences:

1. Difference in requirements: Security systems are
multifaceted with the involvement of different stakehold-
ers, complex system models, possibilities of adversary
attacks, concerns for privacy, and vulnerabilities [84].
Hence, the requirement for an explanation method for
security differs significantly from computer vision or lan-
guage. Take these two cases:

1) The requirements of an explanation method for a
system designer and security analyst in a security opera-
tion center are widely different. While the system designer
(maintainer) seeks to ensure that the system is working
as intended and improve the model performance based
on feedback from several test cases, a SOC analyst only
seeks reliable information to validate threats in a quick and
efficient manner [60]. Explanation results produced by the
explanator for the system designer and analyst should be
different to suit their needs.

2) A security system is often vulnerable to adversary
attacks. An adversary compromises a system’s confiden-
tiality, integrity, and availability by launching different
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attacks. Model explanations can be misused for recon-
structing model and training data [76], evade detection
of the model [18], and poison the training set [41], thus
compromising the privacy of users and integrity of a secu-
rity system. Such multifaceted nature of security systems
makes explainable security a challenging endeavor.

2. Difference in explanation: Explanation methods
are evaluated based on the goodness and usefulness of ex-
planations. Goodness is measured with quantitative eval-
uations to measure how accurate the explanations are.
While some quantitative metrics are proposed in the liter-
ature, like fidelity, completeness, and stability, evaluation
approaches differ based on the approach of the explana-
tion method [8]. Usefulness measures if the explanation
produced by the method is beneficial to an end user.
Qualitative evaluation helps understand the usability of
explanations. In images and video, a qualitative expla-
nation using saliency highlighting [72] is often used as
it is a basic yet intuitive method of understanding how
a model is making certain predictions. Saliency maps,
however, suffer from confirmation bias [2]; hence concept
attributions [92] based explanations are being explored
recently. In natural language, attention weights [45] or
sentence (saliency) highlighting [69] help grasp some
understanding of a model operation. However, there is no
single best qualitative approach like heatmap or attention
for security datasets like sys logs. Explanations generated
for security analysts should be generated in such a way
that they are intelligible and easily understandable. Ex-
isting research uses several approaches like trees, formal
language, attention scores, and saliency maps to visualize
explanation [10]. Similarly, there is no fixed set of quanti-
tative metrics to evaluate explanation methods for security.
Even though several works have proposed some security-
specific explanation metrics, there is no uniformity in
acceptance, and evaluation [86].

3. Difference in tolerance of error: Explanation in
images with pixel heatmap can have a high tolerance for
error. Including a few pixels regions that are unimportant
features in our explanation does not incur severe conse-
quences. Partially correct attribution can be enough for
intuitive understanding. However, in security explanations,
there is no such high tolerance for error [28]. Security
applications require explanations to be high-quality and
robust. Incorrect explanations, even for a single-byte code
in binary analysis or one log sequence in system logs,
can cause profound misunderstanding. Hence, most state-
of-the-art explanations developed with vision or NLP
applications are ill-suited for security [23]. For example,
a SOC analyst evaluating an alert diagnoses the threat
using the explanation method’s information. The end goal
is to either validate the alert or refute it. However, a
wrong explanation from the explanator and incorrect alert
validation can bring down the whole cyber infrastructure
of the organization or leak sensitive information. An ex-
planation method should ensure that no false impressions
are provided to an analyst that could result in incorrect
validation.

4. Difference in usability: While explanations for
general applications in image or NLP may not be critical
of time or ease of use, explanation methods for security
operations centers become an integral part of security ana-
lysts’ workflow. Hence, it must adhere to the requirement

of being easy to use and computationally cheap. In SOC
centers, analysts use security tools to understand an alert
and proceed to validate it. Explanation solutions must be
embedded in the existing security tools so that analysts
can use them without any hassle. A recent study on the
practical implementation of explanation methods in SOC
revealed that security analysts were hesitant to use the
explanation method [62]. Even though there are several
reasons behind this hesitation, the most important fact
we need to understand is that security analysts already
have a plethora of tools in SOC to dig deeper into an
alert. Explanations are required to simplify their analy-
sis and not increase the task’s complexity, temporal or
computational. Explanations should provide precise and
reliable information in a comprehensible manner within a
quick time without any computational or other operational
overhead [3].

Takeway: Explanation methods for security need
to satisfy additional concerns for security and re-
quire extensive qualitative and quantitative evalu-
ation before deploying in a realistic environment.
Literature has limited (and insufficient) quantita-
tive metrics for security explanation evaluation.

4.2. Privacy concerns

End-users use explainable machine learning for deci-
sion support or model verification. However, an adversary
can also exploit model explanations and strengthen their
attack to compromise the integrity and confidentiality of
a model. Privacy and interpretability have often been
cited as conflicting pair of goals. A transparent model
may have a higher risk of privacy violation [94]. A
model explanation can leak sensitive information about the
training data undermining data privacy. An adversary can
leverage such explanations to obtain private information
from the dataset using inference attacks [75]. As shown
in [76], an adversary can reconstruct a significant amount
of the dataset with model explanation methods. It was
shown that backprop-based explanations (like LRP) leak
significant training data information. Perturbation-based
methods (like smoothgrad and LIME) are resistant to
such attacks, but they can have undesirable effects on
explanation fidelity [79]. Hence, one needs to be aware
of the privacy risk involved in any explanation method
and design model explanations that protect data privacy
[66].

Takeway: Explanation methods for security have
different requirements, goals, error tolerance, and
usability, with additional concerns for vulnerabil-
ity, attacks, and privacy and hence, are difficult to
implement in actual setting.

5. Use case

In this section, we illustrate the use case of explana-
tion methods in suspicious event detection in SOCs. We
consider the following test case: a security analyst in a
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TABLE 1. EXPLANATION FOR THE MALICIOUS EVENT DETECTION IN
SECURITY LOGS USING LIME (BLUE: FEATURE HIGHLY

ATTRIBUTED TO DETECTION OF ANOMALY, GREEN : FEATURE GIVEN
SECOND IMPORTANCE. NO COLOR: FEATURE DEEMED

UNIMPORTANT FOR ANOMALY DETECTION.

Event ID Event description

4 Receiving blk* src&dest:*
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating
9 PktResponder* Exception
13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk
6 writeBlock* received exception
7 PktResponder* for blk* Interrupted
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating
13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk
6 writeBlock* received exception
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating

SOC receives an alarm from a security monitoring tool
and needs to evaluate it. They use the explanation tool
present in the framework to inspect the log event sequence
in order to validate or ignore the alarm.

We consider the architecture of DeepLog [21][See 2
for details on DeepLog] as system log anomaly detector
and HDFS dataset [88] as our train-test dataset. Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) dataset consists of logs
generated from running map-reduce jobs on 200 Ama-
zon’s EC2 nodes. The logs are labeled by Hadoop experts
as normal and anomalous. The dataset has 11.2M log
entries, of which 2.9% are labeled anomalies. All the
log entries are generated from 29 unique log events. The
dataset consists of a sequence of log events mapped to
unique log keys. We use the open-source implementation
of DeepLog and train a LSTM sequence model. We use a
window size of 10 to model the sequence. This means
a history of 10 event sequences in logs is required to
predict the following event. For example, our sequential
data looks like this:

tensor([4., 10., 9., 13., 6., 7., 10., 13., 6., 10.])9
where, tensor([4., 10., 9., 13., 6., 7., 10., 13., 6., 10.])9

is the input sequence and 9 is the target label. Note that
each key corresponds to a unique security event in the
HDFS log, shown in Table 1.

We initiate an instance of the network, train the model
using the HDFS train dataset and save the final trained
model for inference. We evaluate the model on the nor-
mal and abnormal test set and ensure that it has high-
performance metrics on system anomaly detection. We
obtained 95.28% precision, 93.37% recall and 94.32%
f1-score. DeepLog could indeed identify malicious event
sequences in logs with high accuracy.

Given a test log event sequence, we now eval-
uate the prediction made by DeepLog by gen-
erating explanations for the sample. We consider
{4, 10, 9, 13, 6, 7, 10, 13, 6, 10} as the test sequence and
9 as our target security event. DeepLog is trained on the
normal (benign) sequence. Given an anomalous sequence,
it fails to predict the next event given a window of pre-
vious sequences, and classifies the sequence as anomaly.
For our test case, DeepLog was able to correctly classify
the log sequence as an anomaly.

We employ an approximation (LIME [69]) and a back-

propagation (DeepAID [29]) based explanation method
to produce explanations for the anomalous sequence and
assist the security analyst in the decision-making. Table
1 and Table 2 visualizes the interpretation results from
LIME and DeepAID respectively. As shown in Table 1,
LIME gives more weight to the prior log event 10 and
7 compared to other log events. DeepAID points out
that the target log event 9 is where an anomaly occurs
in the sequence. Note that DeepAID takes a different
approach than LIME, as discussed in 3. It identifies the
closest normal instance of the anomaly. While doing so, it
replaces the event ID corresponding to the anomaly with
a benign log event. In our test case, DeepAID identifies
that anomaly occurs at the target sequence label 9 and
replaces it with event 1.

There are two ways a security analyst can make use
of this explanation information. Utilizing the explanation
from LIME, a security analyst can analyse the log events
deemed important by LIME and with their expert knowl-
edge, validate or refute the alarm generated by the model.
The security analyst only have to inspect the single target
log event if DeepAID is used as the explanation method.
Instead of blindly relying on the generated alarms, a
security analyst can now directly observe the decision
criteria of the deep learning model.

However, this use case also shows that the explanation
method provided by existing techniques is not uniform.
While LIME deems prior events important, DeepAID
only considers the final event in the sequences as the
important event. For validation of these results, we re-
quire application-grounded evaluation with domain ex-
perts. Evaluation criteria for security is discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2. Our implementation for use-case and evaluation
criteria is available on GitHub1.

6. A unified approach to address accuracy,
privacy and interpretability

6.1. Proposed pipeline

A black box machine learning model can be trusted
provided they fulfill three fundamental properties: accu-
racy, privacy, and interpretability [31]. There is undoubt-
edly a trade-off between the three properties. Improving
interpretability with model explanation compromises pri-
vacy, and improving accuracy with complex models might
hinder interpretability [94]. However, new research should
focus on this trade-off and improve the transparency of
security models to build more trust by addressing privacy,
interpretability, and accuracy. To achieve this, the black
box model should provide explanations for model pre-
dictions in a human-comprehensible manner and justify
its working in terms of quantitative metrics like accuracy,
consistency, reliability, and security. One black box model
cannot compliment another black box model. Meaning
explanation techniques should ensure neither a loss of
information nor a compromise of accuracy.

Our proposed pipeline, shown in Figure 7, consists of
three essential elements:

1. https://github.com/OctoberFall/SoK-Security.git
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TABLE 2. EXPLANATION FOR THE MALICIOUS EVENT DETECTION IN SECURITY LOGS USING DEEPAID. THE DIFFERENCE COLUMN DISPLAYS
WHICH EVENT ID WAS REPLACED TO PRODUCE A BENIGN SEQUENCE FROM AN ANOMALY.

Anomaly Event ID Event description Diff Benign Event ID Event description

4 Receiving blk* src&dest:* 4 Receiving blk* src&dest:*
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating 10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating
9 PktResponder* Exception 9 PktResponder* Exception
13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk* 13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk*
6 writeBlock* received exception* 6 writeBlock* received exception*
7 PktResponder* for blk* Interrupted. 7 PktResponder* for blk* Interrupted
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating 10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating
13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk* 13 Exception in receiveBlock for blk*
6 writeBlock* received exception* 6 writeBlock* received exception*
10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating 10 PktResponder* for blk* terminating
9 PktResponder* Exception != 1 Verification succeeded

Monitoring
device

System Logs
 

 
Sequence Generator

Privacy preserving
learning

Federated Learning 

Monitoring
device

 
Explanation Method 

Feature attributes

Contextual Knowledge

Network endpoints

Alarm  
validation

Security analyst

Deep learning model

Training

Evaluation

Alarm  

Network endpoints

Figure 7. Proposed pipeline for accuracy, privacy and interpretability. During training phase, deep learning model for system anomaly detection is
trained with additional privacy preserving constraint that preserves model privacy. A security analyst validates alarms in evaluation phase using feature
attributes from an explanation method and additional contextual knowledge provided to them.

1. Deep Learning Model: Security attacks have be-
come increasingly sophisticated and challenging for re-
liable detection using statistical, and rule-based methods
[39]. Deep learning in system log anomaly detection have
produced impressing results and are the central research
topic [21], [56], [74], [82], [93]. The main reasons for
incorporating deep learning models are two folds: they
can naturally detect evolving attacks by incrementally
updating the model by providing new log data [43], and
the nature of raw log data makes it hard to replicate deep
learning performance with simpler models. However, there
are two existing limitations to such deep learning methods.
They do not provide insights on the model prediction, and
they have high false positives [3]. A lack of model insights
forces security analysts to perform an extensive manual
inspection of anomaly detection and fail to improve the
decision-making process for security analysts. A huge vol-
ume of false positives and the requirement for skilled an-
alysts make organizations skeptical of using deep learning
models in practical settings [15]. Analysts’ involvement in
security analysis in SOC requires a deep learning model
to be interpretable, especially with post hoc explanations.
The proposed deep learning model for SOC centers should
make intelligible explanations for security analysts in a
human-comprehensible manner to help monitor an orga-

nization’s security and make necessary decisions. Model
explanations can also address deep learning issues with
false alarms. One can incorporate explainability for system
designers and improve its performance on generated false
alarms using the feedback from the explanation methods
coupled with expert knowledge.

2. Privacy preserving learning: We discussed pri-
vacy concerns for explanation methods in Section 4 and
concluded that it is imperative for researchers to de-
sign explanation methods with privacy-preserving tech-
niques. There is an increasing amount of literature on
privacy-preserving. Here, we present two categories of
privacy-preserving techniques for explanation method re-
search: privacy preserving learning and federated learn-
ing. Privacy-preserving learning includes methods like
differentially private model training [1] or predictions
through a differential private mechanism [22] for protect-
ing information leakage from a model. As shown in [17]
[66], differentially private model training can ensure that
an adversary cannot exploit black-box model explanations
in leaking information about the training data. The other
exciting approach is to train an interpretable privacy-
preserving model [31]. The goal is to learn simple inter-
pretable models with differentially private explanations.

Federated learning is another approach to privacy-
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preserving explanations. It is a machine learning setup in-
volving multiple entities to store datasets and train private
models; and a federated server that amalgamates multiple
local models into a global model. The distributed nature of
the federated learning offers a privacy-preserving solution
[55] and has been recently used in federated log learning
for threat forensics [65].

Explanation methods for security must incorporate
either of these privacy-preserving methods to ensure the
system’s privacy, security, and robustness.

3. Explanability with contextual knowledge: Ex-
plainability of deep learning models is the only method by
which we can increase the adoption of high-performance
black box models in real settings. While deep learning
models are central to identifying complex and evolving
attacks, their practical deployment must ensure that it is
comprehensible to the end-users like security analysts. An
explainable system for security must also satisfy security
and privacy criteria.

In addition to explainability, contextual knowledge of
an alarm or security events helps improve the decision-
making of an analyst. Contextual analysis is used in dif-
ferent computing fields where components of a situation
under study are crucial [50]. According to [19], context
is an accumulation of information that explains an entity.
The categories of such information are: individuality, ac-
tivity, location, time, and relation [96]. Hence, a security
monitoring tool in a SOC needs to utilize these categories
of information to be aware of the context of a security
attack:

1) Location: Information about location of the ad-
versary and victim.

2) Time: Information about time of events that led
to an attack.

3) Activity: Access to information on all activities
that occured during the execution of an attack
(available with system logs).

4) Relation: Understand dependency between sev-
eral categories of information such as time, loca-
tion and activity.

5) Individuality: Possess knowledge about the un-
derlying network, system, applications and their
vulnerabilities to be fully aware of the context of
an attack.

Such contextual information can either be directly
modeled into the system or stored in structured frame-
works like knowledge graphs [37] and utilized to provide
more context during validations. Contextual information
can improve anomaly detection and alert validation [40].

6.2. Metrics for evaluating explanation methods

A few prior works on explainable security have pro-
posed some metrics to evaluate, understand and compare
explanation methods [28], [29], [86]. However, there are
no universal standard metrics for comparison. In addition,
proposed metrics need to be more comprehensive to un-
derstand the actual usability of explanations. Based on
our extensive study of the existing works, we collect and
extend evaluation methods suitable for security explana-
tion. These metrics will help researchers to quantitatively

measure their improvement over other existing works to
increase acceptance.

First, we provide a systematization of evaluation cri-
teria for security operations center into three major cate-
gories [20]:

1. Functionally-grounded evaluation: We need quan-
titative metrics to evaluate the interpretability of a pro-
posed explanation method by using some formal defini-
tions and properties of explanation quality. This evaluation
method does not need humans for validation and entirely
relies on the definitions of essential features of expla-
nation methods and their mathematical formulations. For
example, we can validate the performance of a proposed
explanation method by evaluating its accuracy, fidelity,
and stability and comparing it against an existing, already-
proven interpretable method.

2. Application-grounded evaluation: This evaluation
involves methods to formally inspect the validation of an
explanation method within an actual application. The best
way to demonstrate if an explanation method works is
by evaluating its performance in a targeted application.
It requires the design of experiments and evaluation by
domain experts. If the explanation method can assist
domain experts in trying to complete their tasks, we
can confirm its usability. For example: to perform an
application-grounded evaluation of an explanation method
for a security operations center, it must be integrated
into the workflow of security analysts and observe if
the integrated solution can increase trust and efficiency
and improve the decision making process of an analyst.
Most existing security explanation methods ignore this
evaluation.

3. Human-grounded evaluation: This evaluation cri-
terion involves non-experts evaluating the quality of an ex-
planation without concern about the correctness of the pre-
diction. For the security operations center, this evaluation
does not contribute to understanding explanation method
efficiency since explanation involves severely technical
security terms and datasets. In addition, the purpose of
an explanation method for SOC is to assist the decision-
making process of an analyst, and this kind of evaluation
might lose the essence of the target application.

Based on these criteria, we define essential evaluation
criteria for measuring performance of explanation meth-
ods for security.

Definition: Let us consider f(x) represents a black
box model trained to detect suspicious events using system
logs. Let θ be the sequential model parameters. Let us
assume, we employ any feature attribution based post-hoc
explanation method to obtain a set of important features
Ik(x′) where k is the number of features extracted as
important and x′ = {x′1, x′2, x′3, .....x′N} is the test sample
under evaluation with N dimensions and label t.

1. Accuracy: Accuracy criterion measures how accu-
rately an explanation method is able to capture relevant
features for a test sample. We use the term faithfulness
in measuring the descriptive accuracy of the explana-
tion method. To compute faithfulness of an explanation
method, we remove features considered important by the
explanation method for a given test sample one by one
and observe the change in probability of the predicted
class. The model should be less confident of the target
class if the explanation method captured the important
features from the test sample. Mathematically, let yk be
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the model prediction on the test set x′ after removing the
k-th feature.

y1 = P (y = t|x′ − x′1, θ) (11)

y2 = P (y = t|x′ − x′2, θ) (12)

yk = P (y = t|x′ − x′k, θ) (13)

The correlation between feature importance Ik(x′) and
model performance yk gives the faithfulness of the ex-
planation method. The higher the correlation, the more
faithful the explanation method is.

r =

∑
k

(
Ik(x

′)− I(x′)
)(

yk(x
′)− y(x′)

)
√∑

k

(
Ik(x′)− I(x′)

)2∑
k

(
yk(x′)− y(x′)

)2 (14)

where, I(x′) and y(x′) are the mean of the vectors Ik and yk.
2. Fidelity: Depending on the type of explanation

method, the definition and hence, the computation of
fidelity can vary. Nevertheless, we use the universally
accepted definition of fidelity as “how well an explana-
tion method can approximate the decision of black box
classifier [58]”. This evaluation is typically important for
methods using surrogate models (local or global). In such
cases, fidelity is computed by comparing the prediction
made by the black box model and surrogate model on a
set of test instances zi ∈ Z where |Z| is the total number
of test instances. Let s(x) be the surrogate model learned
to explain the black box model f(x). Then, the fidelity
of the explanation method can be computed as root mean
square error as proposed in [28]:

RMSE =

√∑|Z|
i=1(f(zi)− s(zi))

|Z| (15)

A lower root mean square error means the surrogate model
approximation of the decision boundary was closer to the
actual decision boundary of the black model and hence,
has high fidelity.

Fidelity measure encompasses the properties of com-
pleteness and soundness [54]. A complete explanation
method produces sensible explanations for all possible test
cases. Soundness measures how truthful such generated
explanations are. Fidelity measure, as shown in Equation
15, combines both properties. Hence, even though [86]
proposed completeness as a qualitative evaluation crite-
rion, we refrain from doing so.

3. Stability: The stability of an explanation method
ensures that the results produced by the method stay
stable over multiple runs. The explanations should not
be affected by fluctuations in the model itself. In [86],
the authors proposed to measure the stability of an ex-
planation method by comparing generated explanations
between multiple runs of the same sample. They compute
the set intersection of top features Ii and Ij for run
i and j. A stable method should obtain a value closer
to 1. Other methods follow a similar approach with the
use of Jaccard Similarity [29]. However, this metric is
incomplete. In addition to the stability for a given test
sample, the explanation method should also be evaluated
on how coherent explanations are for similar test input.
This is called explanation continuity, and it can be com-
puted with the Lipschitz constant as presented in [4].
We compare the explanations generated for a given test
input x and its neighbor samples x∗ in a neighborhood of
size ε. Relaxing some constraints, we can formally define
explanation continuity as:

Lx = max
||Ix − Ix ∗ ||
||x− x ∗ || , ∀x∗ ∈ Nx (16)

Where, Nx is the neighborhood of x∗ close to x, Ix, Ix∗
are the explanations for the samples x and x∗.

This formulation is not feasible for posthoc explana-
tion methods [4]. Hence, we define explanation continuity
as the Levenshtein distance between two sequences of
feature attributions obtained from the explanation method.
Levenshtein distance between two sequences measures the
minimum number of edits (insertions, deletions or substi-
tutions) required to change one sequence into the other
[61]. We use Levenshtein distance as the edit distance
between the two sequence since the order of relevant
features matters in explanation result. The larger the Lev-
enshtein distance between explanations obtained for two
close samples, the less continuity the method possess. The
Levenshtein distance between two sequences a and b with
length |a| and |b| respectively is given by lev(a, b):

|a| if |b| = 0,
|b| if |a| = 0,

lev(tail(a), tail(b)) if a[0] = b[0],

1 +min

 lev(tail(a), b)
lev(a, tail(b))

lev(tail(a), tail(b))
otherwise,

(17)
To compute the stability of an explanation for a sample
across multiple runs, we can use Jaccard Similarity Index
[29] to compare the similarity of two different results for
test run i and j as:

JS =
|set(Ii(x′)) ∩ set(Ij(x′))|
|set(Ii(x′) ∪ set(Ij(x′)|

(18)

A stable explanation method will produce high evalu-
ation metrics for both kinds of stability. Note that stability
is an important metric for the explanation method.

4. Sparsity: An explanation method generates a set
of important features for a test sample. End-users utilize
such explanations to improve their decision-making by
accepting or refuting the decision made by the model.
For the explanation to be feasible, it should only deem
a limited number of features as relevant. This is because
humans can only process a small number of features at one
time. If the explanation method considers a large number
of features as important, then the explanation can be
practically useless. For example: when evaluating a threat
alert, a SOC analyst takes the assistance of the explanation
method to observe what features were responsible for
generating the alert. If the explanator provides a list of
thousands of features, the analyst cannot resolve the threat
on time. However, as mentioned in [86], it should be noted
that sparsity alone is not a metric for acceptance of an
explanation method. An explanation method must be eval-
uated with both sparsity and accuracy. A sparse method
with low accuracy is an unreliable method. Similarly, a
highly accurate method with low sparsity will not assist
end users in decision-making. We propose to compute
sparsity by comparing the number of features available
in the test sample (nfx′) with many features marked as
important by the explanation method (nTx′).

Sparsity = 1− nTx′

nfx′
(19)

The sparse explanation method will have a high sparsity
measure.

5. Contrastivity: One evaluation criteria often over-
looked in explainable methods for security is contrastiv-
ity. Contrastivity measures the intuition that explanation
methods should give different importance to test samples
of different classes. We can measure contrastivity of an
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explanation method for test samples x′i and x′j by com-
puting the ratio of hamming distance (hd) between the
explanations Tx′

i
and Tx′

j
to the size of either Tx′

i
or Tx′

j
.

Note that the length of Tx′
i

and Tx′
j

is same given that the
explanation are generated by the same method.

contrastivity =
hd(Tx′

i
, Tx′

j
)

|Tx′
i
| or |Tx′

j
| (20)

Explanations generated for samples of different classes
will have high contrastivity.

6. Robustness: There are several measurement possi-
bilities.

a) Robustness to random noise: We modify the
existing dataset by introducing noise either by adding
noise sampled from a Gaussian distribution (suitable for
a dataset with continuous features) or replacing some
features with a random value (suitable for a dataset with
discrete features). Measuring Jaccard similarity as shown
in Equation 18 for two such samples provides the robust-
ness measure against noise.

b) Robustness to adversarial attack: Interpretations
of neural network decisions are considered fragile [27]. An
adversary can attack an explanation method and generate
innocuous explanations [80]. Hence, one cannot place
complete trust over an explanation method without sys-
tematic robustness test. Every new research on explana-
tion method must be evaluated by simulating adversarial
attacks and observing change in explanations.

7. Efficiency: An analyst working in a security op-
eration center requires explanations to be available in
a reasonable time for quick validation of alerts. Sever
delay in generating explanations will hamper the decision-
making process of the analysts. We follow the approach
mentioned in [29] and consider an evaluation method
to be efficient if the method generates explanations to
an end-user without significant delays. Efficiency can be
measured by recording run-time for generating explana-
tions for several test cases. However, to measure the true
efficiency of an explanation method, it must be evaluated
by formally inspecting the implementation of the method
in a real-world setting.

8. Privacy/Security: Black box models deployed
in security systems call for transparency to facilitate
decision-making for analysts. Explanation methods pro-
vide useful interpretations from the model on test cases
(for post hoc explanation) to make security decisions.
However, model explanations are found to leak train-
ing data information, compromising data privacy. While
several methods have been proposed to evaluate privacy
risks of machine learning models [81], and there is recent
research in explanations with privacy [66], most of the
proposed explanation methods ignore the evaluation of
privacy compromise. For assessing privacy issues, we need
to launch model extraction and membership attacks [76]
[57] to observe the adversary’s ability to steal sensitive
information from the proposed explanation method.

7. Discussion

We further empirically evaluate explanation methods
on a different security application. We measure continuity

TABLE 3. RELEVANT FEATURES FOR EACH EXPLANATION METHOD
SORTED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE.

LIME LEMNA SHAP

PDF features PDF features PDF features

count js obs count js obs author oth
count javascript count javascript count action

count action count action pdfid0 len
ratio size obj pos page avg moddate mismatch

subject dot subject lc producer dot
subject lc pos page min count javascript

count trailer ratio size obj pdfid1 len
pos page min createdate tz pdfid1 uc
pos page max pos eof avg creator mismatch

size count trailer pdfid1 num

and contrastivity, two new metrics proposed in the pa-
per, for the three standard explanation methods (LIME,
LEMNA, and SHAP) and discuss the overall limitations.

First, we train a PDF malware classifier utilizing the
Mimicus dataset [28]. Mimicus is tailored for malicious
PDF classification, consisting of features of documents
like document structure, count of javascript, count of js
objects, number of sections, and fonts, in a tabular format.
We train a multi-layer perceptron similar to [86] and
evaluate the results on the test set. We obtain a malware
detection model with an accuracy of 0.996, precision of
0.994, and recall of 0.997. We save the model for inference
and explanation.

Given a malware PDF test case, we first employ the ex-
planation methods and extract the top 10 relevant features
deemed important by each. Table 3 visualizes the relevant
features. The features are sorted in order of importance.
We can see a significant difference in SHAP explanation
with LIME and LEMNA. While LIME and LEMNA
share 40% of relevant features, only a few SHAP features
overlap with the other two methods. However, common
features are significant determinants of PDF malware.

We run a faithfulness test on the explanation results
to validate this visual evaluation. As defined in 6.2, faith-
fulness measures how accurately an explanation method
captures relevant features for a test sample. To show
the faithfulness of each method, we remove the relevant
features deemed important by the explanation method
and compute model prediction. If the features extracted
by each explanation method were important, the model
should be less confident of the target prediction. We first
remove the top feature with the highest importance, then
remove the top two features together and proceed in a
cumulative fashion. As shown in Figure 8, removing three
top features extracted by LIME and LEMNA significantly
drops the model’s prediction on the test set, validating the
explanations provided by those methods. However, remov-
ing 40 relevant features extracted by SHAP is required to
observe the change in model prediction for the test set.
This was because SHAP produced 85 relevant features
compared to 44 by LIME and LEMNA.

We compute two evaluation metrics proposed in this
paper: explanation continuity and contrastivity. Explana-
tion continuity measures how coherent explanations are
for similar test input. We modify the given test sample by
randomly nullifying ten features and observe the change
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Figure 8. Evaluating model prediction after removing top relevant fea-
tures from each explanation method. LEMNA and LIME overlap in the
plot.

TABLE 4. EVALUATION METRICS FOR LIME, LEMNA AND SHAP.

Explanation method Continuity Contrastivity Stability Sparsity

LIME 0 0.9 1.0 0.652
LEMNA 10 0.9 0.7 0.652
SHAP 18 1.0 0.8 0.385

in the explanations. We compute the Levenshtein distance
between the two sequences as formulated in 6.2 and
present the result in Table 4. LIME performs the best
explanation continuity compared to the other two methods.
It provided a similar explanation (meaning focusing on
similar features) for proximity samples.

Similarly, we proposed contrastivity as an evaluation
criterion for security explanation methods, which is often
overlooked in existing research. It ensures that the expla-
nation method gives different relevance to features of test
samples belonging to different classes. To evaluate this cri-
terion, we sample a test case belonging to the benign class
and run our explanation methods. We then compute the
hamming distance between the two vectors and normalize
with the number of features. A larger contrastivity value
demonstrates that the explanation method gives different
relevance to test cases with different classes. Table 4
shows the results. All explanation methods exhibit high
contrastivity. We also evaluate stability and sparsity. Users
provide relevant features count as model complexity to
LIME and LEMNA; hence they produce the same number
of relevant features. SHAP has high sparsity because
many non-zero features are assigned a Shapley value.
We compute stability by running the explanation method
several times and inspecting the change in explanations.
LIME displays the most stable solution among the three.

8. Future work

We enlist open problems and future research directions
in the field of explainability for security monitoring:

Transformer for event detection: Transformer mod-
els have produced state-of-the-art results in natural lan-
guage sequence tasks. Their ability to capture long-term
dependencies in language and learn more correlation in-
formation makes them a suitable option for sequence
prediction in security. Security analysts can use such con-
textual event information to validate the prediction made
by the model. The attention weights of a transformer also
provide information about the contribution of each event
in sequence for event prediction. Such information can
be used for model interpretability. However, transformer

models are complex, tend to be computationally slow
and require careful evaluation for practical deployment in
SOCs where time is a crucial dimension.

Tools for temporal data: Security logs are inherently
temporal in nature. Each log event forms a context for
future log events. Most security explanation methods are
mainly focused on non-temporal data. Attention-based
sequence models naturally provide attention scores for
log events in a sequence which can be used for model
interpretation. However, such security methods are still
in the nascent research phase and require extensive work
and thorough evaluation. Developing efficient tools for
security logs explanation has to be the prime focus of
future research.

Contextual knowledge: A security analyst can val-
idate alarms quickly if they have enough information
about the underlying network, history of attacks, customer
information, and external threat intel. Even though exist-
ing security tools provide some information, studies have
shown that these are not enough. Challenge often lies with
information storage and retrieval. Exploring knowledge
graph-based contextual information storage that can pro-
vide required information to analysts with simple query
language can be a research field for exploration. How-
ever, such graphs must be integrated seamlessly into the
existing security pipeline.

Application driven evaluation: One of the limita-
tions of explanation methods in literature is the lack of
application-driven evaluation. Without evaluating security
methods in a real setting, one cannot evaluate their good-
ness and usefulness. New research should either collabo-
rate with SOCs or, if unfeasible and expensive to do so,
find suitable alternatives to run practical evaluations.

9. Conclusion

Recent progress in deep learning-based detection tools
has paved the way for integrating complex models in the
security monitoring pipeline for SoC analysts. However,
deep learning models are incomprehensible to an end-user
and need to be interpretable to build trust and facilitate
decision-making for security analysts. In this SoK paper,
we investigate existing security tools and resources, cri-
tique current models, and emphasize the importance of
explainable threat detection and prevention ML models.
We summarize challenges with current explainable secu-
rity solutions and propose a pipeline for future research
which lies at the intersection of privacy, trust, and inter-
operability. We also propose a set of evaluation metrics to
support further research in the field.
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